How to explain
endometriosis:
WE ALL KNOW THE OLD EXPLANATION…
Endometriosis occurs when bits of the tissue that lines the uterus grow on other pelvic organs,
such as the ovaries or fallopian tubes. Outside the uterus, endometrial tissue thickens and
bleeds, just as the normal endometrium does during the menstrual cycle.
But we are talking about a male species here (like myself) and I would be first to admit, that I
had trouble understanding this condition.

A “NORMAL PERIOD” VS PERIOD DURING ENDOMETRIOSIS.
For starters, the cramps you get during your period can be tough. But if you have endometriosis,
the pain may be so intense that it affects your daily routine. It might even stop you from doing
some of the things you love.
When a period signals a problem, it can reflect itself in different ways – periods, no periods,
painful periods, stabbing agony, light periods, heavy periods, or completely opposite – spotting.

REMEMBER - MALE SPECIES ARE SIMPLER THAN FEMALES.
Imagine your testicles being squeezed in a vice. Imagine having it attached to your balls for 10,
15, maybe 30 minutes.
Yes, it will eventually let go and you will definitely feel great relief, but soon you will come to the
realization that your relief is only temporary. When the vice tightens again, you begin to think
of getting rid of the pain. But pain, however, doesn’t want to go away.

HE'S NOT YOUR UNDERSTANDING HUSBAND OR FRIEND...
For starters, you feel embarrassed to talk about your private issues with a man. You feel
pressured because of your situation but the anxiety over the fact gives you many scenarios such
as the worst possible – he may laugh.
You will find all the answers inside our article which is far more in depth than this short graph...
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